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Acronym

Description
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Advanced Vector Extensions
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Board Support Package
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Coherent Accelerator Processor Interface

FPGA

Field Programmable Gate Array
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General Purpose Graphics Processing Unit
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Hardware Description Language

HPE

Hewlett Packard Enterprise

I/O

Input Output

IoT

Internet of Things

MAC

Multiply accumulate operations

MTBF

Mean Time Between Failure

OpenCL

Open Computing Language

PCIe

PCI Express

QSFP

Quad Small Form-factor Pluggable

SIMD

Single Instruction Multiple Data

SoC

System on Chip

SWAP

Size, Weight and Power
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The main objective of WP6 is to bring top of the class power efficient FPGA (Field Programmable Gate
Array) technology into Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE) Moonshot Small Form Factor Data Center. The
flexibility of the FPGA will be the enabling technology for integration of the different processing
elements of the heterogeneous architecture.
During task 6.1, Nallatech has worked with HPE on the specification of the Moonshot-compatible
FPGA/SoC accelerator according to the use cases selected in the OPERA project. Nallatech will review
the Moonshot specification in detail and work closely with HPE to understand how to integrate
seamlessly into this environment. There is a possibility that Nallatech’s FPGA accelerator product will
also be utilised on an IBM POWER8 platform as part of WP6. Nallatech must therefore ensure that the
FPGA product is compatible with both HPE and IBM platforms.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1

PURPOSE OF THE DOCUMENT

This document summarises the findings of the work conducted to date on Task 6.1 which has focused on
the HPE Moonshot and IBM Firestone platforms, plus the initial specification of the Nallatech FPGA/SoC
accelerator card.
Task 6.1 will continue until conclusion at M10 (September’16). At this point, the specification and
associated deliverables will be finalised.
During this time, the specification of the Small Form Factor Data Centre will be refined. This information
will be shared with the OPERA consortium members. Nallatech will solicit feedback with a view to
influencing, and ultimately optimising the hardware architecture of the Small Form Factor Datacentre.
The desired outcome is a hardware architecture and programming model that delivers best possible
price performance/watt for the “Data Centre in a Truck” use case.
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2 KEY AREAS OF RESEARCH
2.1

OVERVIEW

Section 6 provides the background information behind the initial research and decision to create a new
SOC/FPGA accelerator in regards to power, heterogeneity, scalability and performance. This section
clarifies how this device will facilitate research activities within the Opera project.
2.2

PROJECT GOALS

2.2.1

Technology Integration

Each technology has its advantages and disadvantages. The aim of WP6 is to eliminate the
disadvantages by moving sections of code, if possible, to the technology best suited to process it.
However, it is currently not clear how the different technologies will integrate with one another. A key
aspect of this project to is to understand how the different processor technologies can be used within a
single application, drawing a conclusion to the current validity of the system as a whole. A system may
be classified as invalid if partitioning is not possible or cannot be deployed in an industrial environment.
2.2.2 Heterogeneous Application Development
Heterogeneity brings with it the added complexity of multiple operating systems and device design
processes. The integration of these different design processes within a single environment will be crucial
to the success of the MICMAC use case. The goal is to evaluate what design processes work best for
heterogeneous systems and what is not possible. The software metrics described in the ISO/IEC
25010:2011 standard1 can be used to measure the portability and performance efficiency of the system,
see Table 1.
.
Metric
Portability

Description
•

•
•

Performance Efficiency

•
•
•

Adaptability : Degree to which a product or system can effectively and
efficiently be adapted for different or evolving hardware, software or other
operational or usage environments. How does the heterogeneity of the system
affect adaptability?
Installability: Can the software be installed on other systems or is it limited to
the system within the project. The BSP development is partly to address the
installability of future hardware.
Replaceability: Is there and easy upgrade path. Compilation technologies are
key to achieving replaceability.
Time behaviour: The degree to which the software port meets the
requirements of the customer.
Resource utilisation: The degree to which the available compute resources are
used for the different available processing technologies.
Capacity: A low resource utilization may be deemed a good result if the final
power use is low and performance targets are met. This is the capacity of the
system.

Table 1 : Metrics to measure code porting complexities

1

http://www.iso.org/iso/home/store/catalogue_ics/catalogue_detail_ics.htm?csnumber=35733
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Research will include investigations into how to partition the application code between Xeon, Power8,
ARM and FPGA fabric in a production ready environment. The production ready aspect of the system is
fundamental to producing realistic industrial results that would not be possible with evaluation
hardware (Vendor development boards2), i.e. Installability. The goal here is to understand the most
effective use of heterogeneous systems to drive future hardware development within Nallatech and the
other project partners. Effective use can be classified as an improvement in Flop/Watt over any one
technology in isolation, versus the level of portability of the application.
2.2.3 Heterogeneous Application Power Management and Monitoring
Another key aspect of this project is to understand in detail the power requirements of applications
partitioned across multiple processing technologies. Using the “RedFish” software (See WP4) and FPGA
power monitoring firmware, the effect of design partitioning on power will be measured. The goal is to
achieve the lowest powered implementation whilst meeting the customer’s performance expectations,
to help drive future recommendations for low powered heterogeneous systems.

2

https://www.altera.com/products/boards_and_kits/dev-kits/altera/kit-cyclone-v-soc.html
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3 APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS AND INNOVATION
3.1

USE CASE SUMMARY

Italian agency (Protezione Civile) uses a truck to attend remote locations during natural disasters and
accidents in order to survey the unfolding scenario with intention of providing assistance to the
emergency services. In order to provide actionable information, a drone piloted from the truck surveys
the local area generating high resolution imagery. To generate accurate geo-referencing for the
emergency services, the images must be processed to accurately correlate the imaginary with its precise
location on the ground.
To process this data, the truck is outfitted with satellite communications, instrumentation and compute
systems. All of these systems require power generated from the trucks internal generator. The amount
of power used by these systems dictates the range and duration for which the truck can attend the
unfolding disaster. Reducing the power consumption of these systems increases the time the truck can
attend, potentially saving more lives. Decreasing the time to process and geo-map the data, also has the
potential to save more lives by providing data more quickly.
The scenario is a typical high performance compute problem that includes various algorithmic
challenges. The use case will test if the heterogeneity of the OPERA system will provide an environment
capable of accelerating such non-uniform application code and therefore other such use cases.
3.2

APPLICATION SOFTWARE

Currently Protezione Civile use Photoscan Pro to generate their orthophoto data. To accelerate the
orthophoto processing the source code will need to modified to target the various components of the
OPERA system. Photoscan Pro is not an open source application and access to the source code for
modification is not possible. Therefore it was necessary to pursue alternative open source codes.
OpenDroneMap (http://opendronemap.github.io) and MICMAC (http://logiciels.ign.fr) were considered,
with later chosen for the following reasons…
•
•

Quality: Protezione Civile qualified both software packages and found MICMAC to have
the quality of output they required.
Code structure: The MICMAC code has already been structured to use GPGPU accelerator
s. This will reduce the porting effort and save the project a significant amount of time.

An orthophoto is an aerial photograph created by geometrically correcting two or more aerial photos to
produce a single image of uniform scale, compensating for the distortions introduced by the camera tilt.
An automatic calculation of correspondences between two similar images is a problem that occurs
under many conditions within geometric image processing. This is particularly the case in the field of
mapping, where images only have value if they are accurate enough for geo-referencing. The objective
of the MICMAC software is to provide a unified solution to address most of these geometric image
processing problems.
MICMAC has been used for solving the following mapping problems:
•

Calculation of digital elevation models from high resolution aerial images

•

To calculate digital terrain models from satellite images

•

Calculation of connections points in the aero-triangulation
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•

Calculation of corresponding points for overlaying multi-channel images

Figure 1 : Non-corrected photo (left) versus corrected photo (right)

3.3

PERFORMANCE TARGETS

Protezione Civile’s target is to reduce the number of working hours of the MICMAC software by a factor
of six and also reduce the power consumption during non-working hours as much as possible. This
equates approximately to processing 10,000 orthophotos in two hours.

Figure 2 : Current power consumption (Source CSI)

The Figure 2 illustrates the trucks current power requirements for the orthophoto processing. The first
eight hours is currently time taken for the pre-elaboration process and final three hours is time taken for
the final elaboration. Further reductions in time and power will increase the time the truck can be
operational and the speed at which information can be relayed to emergency services. Two hours is
therefore a minimum target whilst maintaining or decreasing the power requirement.
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Figure 3 : Protezione Civile’s and OPERA target processing time.

Another target of the system is to maintain the temperature of the hardware at a safe operating
temperature without slowing the processing. As the truck will not have air-conditioning the system must
be able to operate in relatively harsh environments. FPGA’s are a low power technology and therefore
significantly cooler that a high powered Xeon and should naturally operate at a lower temperature, thus
requiring less external cooling.
Due to the rugged terrain that the truck might encounter, the system will need to be sufficiently
ruggedized. Therefore, it is recommended that a passive cooling system be used.
Section 7.3.3 details the capability of a passive system and it’s appropriateness for the truck use case.
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3.4

CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGY

In order to address this use case, WP6 of the OPERA project will define, build, test and deploy a new
class of energy-efficient computer. This will be referred to as “The Small Form Factor Data Center”.
As a customer in search of a solution to their demanding requirements, Protezione Civile cannot buy
such a solution on the market today. It does not exist. There are many server and compute platforms
available that feature conventional processor technologies and tools, but none that provide a rich mix of
x86, ARM, POWER8 and FPGA fabric tightly integrated and programmable at an abstracted level. Based
on the information we have today, OPERA member consensus is that the Data Center in a Truck use case
is likely to require an architecture built around FPGA/SoC technology if higher performance and reduced
energy consumption is to be achieved.
OPERA consortium members HPE and IBM are market leaders working at the cutting-edge of computing
technology – however neither company offers an FPGA/SoC option as a standard product for data
center-type applications. In fact, the only high-profile, publicized project that has used FPGAs and optics
as part of a scalable data center solution is Microsoft who authored a paper called “Catapult”:
www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/project/project-catapult

Figure 4 : Microsoft FPGA accelerator with scalable optics

This project was a six year effort undertaken by a large team of experts at Microsoft with a budget of
several tens of millions of dollars. Their solution was specific to the main application they were working
with; namely acceleration of an element of the “Bing” search engine. The hardware that was deployed
was innovative, featuring scalability via optics, however it was a custom hardware design not compatible
with standard servers. Furthermore, the programming model supported was limited to traditional
Hardware Description Language (HDL), thereby restricting the number of users who could successfully
program such a platform. Microsoft hope to introduce support for OpenCL for this FPGA accelerator,
however to date have not delivered.
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3.5

INNOVATION FOR THE MASSES

WP6 of the OPERA project shares some similarities with the highly ambitious Microsoft project, however
we are working with a small fraction of the total Catapult budget, aiming to deliver in half the time, and
striving to develop hardware and tools that can be used across a wide range of platforms supporting
industry standards. Add to this that we are also enabling OpenCL support to the WP6 deliverables in
order to extend the product of WP6 to many other application areas also in need of technology choice,
performance and energy-efficiency.
Researching, defining, creating and proving the Data Center in a Truck solution for Protezione Civile is a
significant technical undertaking with many unknowns, challenges and complexities that will require
WP6 members to undertake research and development tasks that have not yet been attempted (or at
the very least complete similar types of tasks in a more efficient way, at lower cost). This will require a
mixed discipline of hardware, firmware, software and system knowledge as well as application and
algorithm expertise. All consortium members must experiment and innovative if we are to successfully
complete WP6.
In addition to breaking new ground and publicising the learnings as technical papers, WP6 is aiming to
furnish Protezione Civile with a cutting-edge, energy-efficient solution that will be used in real-life crisis
situations. As a result, the output of our work must be a solution that is performant and reliable with
quality results that are repeatable. If not, Protezione Civile will be unable to save lives during future
emergency situations.
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3.6

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY AND PRODUCT FEATURES

The FPGA/SoC accelerator card being developed as part of OPERA is currently unavailable in the market
place. Nallatech has 20+ years of expertise developing FPGA solutions, however the products available
today do not support the features we predict are needed for WP6. The table below is an overview of
some of the new capabilities that will be delivered (see Section 7 for detail).

New Feature/Capability

Rationale

The Altera/Intel FPGA/SoC is not available on an industry-standard accelerator card
that is compatible with HPE and IBM platforms. Traditional FPGA devices are
New FPGA/SoC card with a
available on existing products, however FPGA/SoC is required for OPERA since it
data center form factor
focuses on Image Processing applications that can exploit both FPGA fabric and
ARM processors within the same device. Please refer to section 7.2.2
Hardware today supporting optical links can interface with 10GbE network
equipment, however there is no OpenCL support for FPGA fabric that can efficiently
OpenCL BSPs supporting
scale card-to-card (or server to server).
programmable
optical
interconnect
Optical network ports will support two 40G links (instead of older 10G links) thereby
allowing the overall platform to cope with large image sets.
MICMAC application source code will be ported to the FPGA/SoC using OpenCL. This
is expected to yield good results, however if further improvements are needed,
Support for Altera/Intel
version 16.0 (and beyond) of the Altera/Intel tools will permit a mixed
tools v16.0+
implementation of OpenCL and HDL IP cores. This could boost overall performance
whilst consuming less FPGA resources. For more detail see section 7.2.6.
External FPGA/SoC memory bandwidth will be a factor in the acceleration
achievable using the FPGA fabric and ARM processors. Today’s products support
DDR4 SDRAM (for FPGA DDR3. Migrating to DDR4 will deliver a 30% increase in memory bandwidth while
fabric and ARM subsystem) reducing energy consumption. Onboard FLASH and DDR4 memory is needed to
allow the ARM processors to be programmed for application kernels, plus the
option of running a Peta Linux stack on one or both of the ARM processors.

System Manager

Existing products do not feature the necessary on-board hardware circuitry or
firmware to improve monitoring of power consumption, card/device temperatures
and voltage checks. These parameters, plus the ability to adjust the FPGA/SoC
runtime frequency is required to support “RedFish” – the open standard version of
ILO planned for use within WP4 and WP6

Figure 5 : Requirements and new product features
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4 SMALL FORM FACTOR DATACENTRE (HPE)
4.1

HPE MOONSHOT

This section of the document summarises the specification of the HPE platform, and the implications for
the specification of the FPGA/SoC accelerator card. The HPE server codename is “Moonshot”. The
proposed Nallatech FPGA accelerator card must be designed to be compatible with Moonshot, allowing
for easy and low cost integration into the Small Form Factor Data Center.
Moonshot is a HPE project, which started in HP Labs for Hyperscale research on System-on-Chip. During
2013, this project became a portfolio of products. Over time, the number of cartridges (Moonshot
servers) has been increased to match a wide variety of workloads, leveraging ARM, x86, GPU and DSP
architectures.
4.2

CARTRIDGE ARCHITECTURE

The HPE Moonshot environment is a flexible enclosure design that allows for HPE to provide multiple
workload functionalities in a single shared system. The cartridges designed for the Moonshot ecosystem
are intended to fit and operate within a variety of Moonshot and EdgeLine chassis.

Figure 6 : HPE Moonshot cartridges

Further details regarding the specification of the HPE Moonshot cartridges can be found here:
http://www.hpe.com/info/moonshot
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There are a wide variety of cartridges available as shown in the table below.

Figure 7 : HPE Moonshot cartridges portfolio

4.3

MOONSHOT CARTRIDGES FOR OPERA

The selected cartridges for OPERA will be a set of m400, m700p, m510 and m710x.

Figure 8 : HPE Moonshot power / performance

This table gives you a good estimation on how Moonshot cartridges will behave in applications relying
on integer, floating points and memory bandwidth.
In the truck use-case, we will be working with large cluster of pictures coming from the drones. This will
require large and fast local storage (m510 and m710x have multi-Terabyte NVMe SSD) as well as high
memory bandwidth to feed the FPGA. On top of this, to remove legacy equipment in the rack and save
on power, we will host 2 virtual machines for the radio functions in the truck. This might require
additional cores.
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4.3.1 m400: 64bit ARM
m400 was the first 64bit ARM production-grade server available on the market. It is based on a X-Gene 1
from Applied Micro (8 custom A-57 cores running at 2.4GHz). This cartridge was launched to initiate the
development of Linux on ARM ecosystem for servers. Performances don’t reach what can be achieved
with other Moonshot cartridges even when comparing at the power efficiency level.
This observation come from the hardware itself (CPU version in use on the m400 is not a full out-oforder CPU) and from the software ecosystem which is not yet optimized. Most compilers and libraries
are still under optimization by ARM which have been creating optimization centres. This represent a
large amount of work as most of the ARM designs available on the server market are custom builds.
OPERA being a research project, it will be interesting to evaluate how ARM processors behave in
production use-cases and to understand the current status of the Linux on ARM project.
4.3.2 m510 and m710x: 64bit Intel
m510 and m710x are the two latest cartridges in HPE Moonshot portfolio. They have been developed
during OPERA and some features supported in these cartridges are derived from requirements found in
OPERA’s use-cases.
Those 2 new cartridges embed an ILO (Integrated Light Out) management chip. This is the BMC
(Baseboard Management Controller) which is an HPE asset and which was not available on any of the
previous Moonshot cartridges. Some firmware adjustments are currently in discussion specifically for
OPERA to achieve a finer and faster control on the power measurement and regulation. ILO also comes
with RedFish (v1.0) enabled. Part of WP6 will be to create a RedFish integration with Nallatech hardware
to retrieve information from the FPGA board.
m510 was originally planned to be released only with the 8-core D1548 45W CPU version. As a result of
HPE’s involvement in OPERA, HPE has investigated other CPU modules which might may deliver greater
value.
1) For instance, the VDI use-case will benefit from a higher core count. Providing twice the number
of cores (16) in just 65W will allow OPERA to better match initial proposal.
2) On the end of the scale, the Truck use-case might work sufficiently with a lower spec CPU as
most of the compute will take place on the FPGA/SoC accelerator card. HPE is also investigating
the viability of a 25W 4-core version of this cartridge.
4.3.3 m700p: 64bit AMD
m700p cartridge is an ultra-dense solution based on Moonshot. It provides 4 dedicated servers on a
single cartridge, which give a density of 180 servers in the 4.3U enclosure and up to 1620 servers in a
standard 42U rack.
Specifications for each server is:
•

X2170 APU from AMD (4 cores @ 2.4GHz, R5E GPU @ up to 800MHz)
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•
•
•

16BG of DDR3L @ 1600MHz
up to 240GB of storage (m.2 2242)
dual 1Gb Ethernet link

Figure 9 : m700p ultra-dense cartridge

This cartridge is a perfect match for workload offering remote desktop and application capabilities. Each
user can have access to a dedicated environment which can leverage the embedded graphical
capabilities.
m700p cartridge will be tested on the VDI use-case to evaluate the performance to power efficiency
ratio it brings on the selected set of applications. This scale-out approach will be compared with
alternative solutions such as the m510, which brings the same number of core (16) in a single server.
m700p allows to have a very small and contained failure-domain, which also brings flexibility in the split
of applications and users without having to manage a complex Quality of Service policy on the software
side.
Initial testing done on generic application (such as PDF reader) has shown that leveraging the System’s
on Chip GPU enhanced the performances by reducing dramatically the CPU utilization.
Reference architectures and whitepapers explaining the benefits of such implementations are listed in
references 8.a and 8.b.
4.4

ENCLOSURE

The initial Moonshot enclosure was 4.3U, 1 meter deep and could host up to 45 Moonshot cartridges.
With the Internet of Things (IoT) emerging as a market megatrend, HPE started to work on new smaller
chassis designed to act as intelligent IoT gateways.
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Figure 10 : HPE Moonshot 1500 chassis

This chassis is able to host 45 4-node cartridges for a total of 180 physical servers into this 4.3U
enclosure. Some applications from the Virtual Desktop use-case might benefit from this extremely dense
configuration.
The initial discussions regarding new chassis occurred right at the time OPERA project was being
approved. This allowed HPE to improve the chassis designs by using valuable inputs from consortium
members.
The new EdgeLine 4000 enclosure is a 1U high, 17.5” wide by 60 cm deep chassis that holds up to four
Moonshot cartridges which are hot-pluggable.

Figure 11 : HPE EdgeLine EL4000 chassis

High-level information can be found in this document:
https://www.hpe.com/h20195/v2/GetPDF.aspx/4AA6-6095ENN.pdf
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Using EdgeLine chassis, each of the cartridges can be connected to a PCIe slot standing at the rear of the
chassis. For OPERA, this slot will be used to insert the FPGA/SoC accelerator.

Figure 12 : HPE EdgeLine EL4000 internal view

There is a total of four 8-lane PCIe Gen 3 slots available from the cartridge to the PCIe slot. The
mechanical size of these slots is full-height, single-width, half length, which fits the FPGA/SoC
accelerator card design.

Figure 13 : HPE EdgeLine EL4000 Block Diagram
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As one of the OPERA use cases is to fit these small form factor chassis into trucks, the design of the
chassis has been reconsidered - modified to match the pre-requisite for such deployments:
1) The chassis will be NEBS certified to ensure it supports high vibrations and high inlet
temperatures (55 degrees Celsius).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_Equipment-Building_System
2) The chassis has been improved to be mounted on either side in the rack (front-to-back or backto-front) to allow an easy access to the FPGA/SoC accelerator cards.
3) The depth of the chassis has been reduced from 21” to 19” to guarantee it can fit easily in the
truck.
Benefits of small ruggedized chassis and example of Internet of Things architectures are listed in
references 9.a and 9.b.
4.4.1 Power Consumption
The maximum power consumption of the Moonshot chassis is 800W (1+1 redundant). This power
budget can be distributed among all servers and FPGA/SoC accelerator cards inserted in the chassis.
Each PCIe-attached FPGA/SoC accelerator card can consume up to 50W, which should be enough for
any design offloaded to the accelerator. In the event that workloads may require more energy to be
delivered to the PCIe slot, there is an additional 50W per slot which is available as an additional power
feed from the motherboard.
The typical power usage for the truck configuration is estimated to 140W at maximum load. 80W
coming from the Moonshot cartridge, 30W from Nallatech FPGA and 30W from the fans and the AC/DC
conversion.
-48V DC power supplies are also available for the EdgeLine EL4000 chassis and could be used in the truck
use case to gain on power efficiency.
4.4.2 I/O and Compute Expansion
Within the traditional Moonshot chassis, on top of the “traditional” network interconnection, there are
four links at each compute cartridge slot. These are routed east, west, north and south, creating a 2-D
Torus. This is intended for cartridge-to-cartridge communication.
As this fabric is agnostic in term of protocol, it was intended to be use to connect the FPGA board to the
Moonshot cartridges by using a point to point PCIe signalling for OPERA project.
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Figure 14 : HPE Moonshot 2D torus / PCIe

The EdgeLine 4000 chassis to be used within the OPERA project, re-purposes the east and west lanes to
create 8-lane PCIe Gen3 slots. These signals are then routed to traditional PCIe slots in a one cartridge to
one slot rule.
For the OPERA use case, the intended Moonshot cartridge to be utilised will mainly be the m510,
however m710x, m700p and m400 will also be tested on some workloads.
4.4.3 Moonshot hardware availability
To date, Nallatech evaluation of the HPE Moonshot platform has been restricted to the review of public
and confidential HPE documentation. This report only includes reference to details that have either
been shared publically, or within the confines of the OPERA consortium. Further details will be shared
during the course of Task 6.1 as HPE prepares this new platform for launch.
As part of the OPERA project, HPE will furnish Nallatech with three Moonshot platforms. These will be
used within various tasks under WP6, such as the electrical and thermal testing.
Nallatech expects to receive these two production-grade platforms in Q4 (OPERA M11-12).
A beta version of the EL4000 will be made available to Nallatech as soon as it is available.
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5 SMALL FORM FACTOR DATACENTRE (IBM)
5.1

IBM FIRESTONE

This section of the document summarises the specification of the IBM platform under consideration,
and the implications for the specification of the Nallatech FPGA card. The IBM POWER8 based server
codename is “Firestone” with two main part numbers determining specification and price: S822LC and
S821LC.
5.2

ARCHITECTURE4

The IBM Firestone server is designed to support a range of cutting edge accelerator technologies
including GPGPUs and FPGA/SoCs. The platform supports industry standard PCIe, but has the added
bonus of a new, open standard called “CAPI” - Coherent Accelerator Processor Interface.

Figure 15 : IBM Firestone CAPI

CAPI on IBM POWER8 systems provides a high-performance solution for the implementation of clientspecific, computation-heavy algorithms on an FPGA. This innovation can replace either application
programs running on a core or custom acceleration implementations attached via I/O. CAPI removes the
overhead and complexity of the I/O subsystem, allowing an accelerator to operate as part of an
application. IBM’s solution enables higher system performance with a much smaller programming
investment, allowing hybrid computing to be successful across a much broader range of applications.
In the CAPI paradigm, the specific algorithm for acceleration is contained in a unit on the FPGA called
the accelerator function unit (AFU or accelerator). The purpose of an AFU is to provide applications with
a higher computational unit density for customized functions to improve the performance of the
application and offload the host processor. Using an AFU for application acceleration allows for costeffective processing over a wide range of applications. A key innovation in CAPI is that the POWER8
system contains custom silicon that provides the infrastructure to treat the client’s AFU as a coherent
peer to the POWER8 processors.
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Because of CAPI's peer-to-peer coherent relationship with the POWER8 processors, data intensive
programs are easily offloaded to the FPGA/SoC, freeing the POWER8 processor cores to run standard
software programs.
The overall value proposition of CAPI is that it significantly reduces development time for new algorithm
implementations and improves performance of applications by connecting the processor to hardware
accelerators and allowing them to communicate in the same language (eliminating intermediaries such
as I/O drivers).
5.3

ENCLOSURE

The Firestone server is a 2U high, 17.5” wide by 19” deep chassis supporting two 8-core or 10-core
POWER8 processors.

Figure 16 : Annotated IBM Firestone server
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5.3.1 Power Consumption
The maximum power consumption of the Firestone chassis is 1,300W (redundant). This power budget
includes any FPGA/SoC accelerator cards that are populated. Each CAPI/PCIe slot can consume between
25W and 300W depending on the slot selected.
5.3.2 I/O and Compute Expansion
There are a total of five PCIe Gen 3 slots available on Firestone:
-

-

Three 16-lane PCIe Gen3
o Two of these are “GPU” sized slots i.e. Full height, double-width, ¾ length
o The third is a “Low Profile” sized slot i.e. Half-height, single-width, half length
Two 8-lane PCIe Gen3
o Both of these slots are Full-height, single-width, half length

Three of the five slots are CAPI-enabled providing options for how to interface with the Nallatech
FPGA/SoC accelerator card.
5.3.3 Firestone Hardware Availability
As of OPERA M4, Nallatech’s evaluation of the IBM Firestone platform has been restricted to the review
of public and IBM documentation such as short form datasheets and detailed Redbooks. This report only
includes reference to details that have either been shared publically, or within the confines of the
OPERA consortium.
As part of the OPERA project, Nallatech has budget to purchase three Firestone platforms. As with the
HPE Moonshot servers, these will be used within various tasks under WP6, and potentially WP4 and
WP5 which may benefit from optional FPGA/SoC acceleration. The Firestone servers are available to
purchase now. Nallatech plans to buy one server for initial evaluation during Q2 (OPERA M6-7).
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6 HETEROGENEITY ENABLED

Figure 17 : FPGA Enabled Heterogeneity

The flexibility of the FPGA fabric allows different protocols to be enabled in a single device. This uniquely
enables FPGAs to act as interface between otherwise incompatible architectures. For the OPERA project
this facilitates connectivity between IBM power8 devices and HPE Moonshot systems, by supporting
CAPI and PCIe protocols respectively. The optical interconnect allows a FPGA accelerator in each system
to be directly connected in a point to point arrangement.
IBM will develop the CAPI firmware for the accelerator card and logic required for the inter-card
communications. Nallatech will create an OpenCL board support package for integration into HPE
servers.
6.1

TRUCK USE CASE

The truck use case uses the FPGA for co-processing. Given the power restraints of this use case it is
unlikely that the IBM server will be appropriate. Therefore the configuration will be a mix of Moonshot
and FPGA. Here the FPGA is used for acceleration with the optical links available for FPGA
interconnection if the algorithm requires partitioning across multiple devices.

Figure 18 : Truck use case configuration
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7 NALLATECH FPGA/SOC ACCELERATOR
7.1

SPECIFICATION BASED ON APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

This section of the document summarises the preliminary specification of the FPGA/SoC accelerator card
that will be used within the OPERA project.
For purposes of WP6, the compute for video/image acquisition, processing, archiving and transmission is
to be improved by using state of the art FPGA/SoC accelerator technology. The specification of the
FPGA/SoC accelerator has been determined following careful consideration of the following factors:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

High-level requirements of the Datacentre in a Truck use case for OPERA
Compatibility with HPE Moonshot server
Compatibility with IBM Firestone server
Availability of latest FPGA technology and tools
Desire to provide a flexible heterogeneous architecture in the event that requirements change,
and/or new use case arise

The following sections of the report detail the FPGA/SoC accelerator specification and describe the
rationale for selecting the choice of FPGA/SoC device ahead of other processor technologies.
Nallatech’s 20+ years of experience delivering cutting-edge FPGA hardware, software and services has
also been an influence on the specification of the FPGA/SoC accelerator, IP and tools.
7.2

DEVICE CHOICE EXPLAINED

7.2.1 Processor technology choice
There are many different accelerator technologies all capable of accelerating the Orthophoto processing
software. The following table lists available technologies suitable for this application.

Accelerator Techonology

Footprint

Performance

Power Watts

GFlops/Watt

GFlops (Single Precision)
Proposed SOC FPGA

NIC Size

15003

30

50

385a FPGA GX1150

NIC Size

1500

30

50

K80

GPU Size

8500

300

28

X-Gene (8 cores)

Bespoke

80

80

1

Xeon E7-8890 2.2GHz (24
Cores using AVX)

Server zif
socket

844

165

5

Figure 19 : Peak performance of various processing technologies

3

https://www.altera.com/products/fpga/arria-series/arria10/overview.html?utm_source=Alterautm_medium=press_releaseutm_campaign=gen_10
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7.2.1.1 Suitability of GPGPUs for image processing
GPGPUs have thousands of SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) threads each capable of processing
data simultaneously. If the data can be suitably arranged to keep these threads busy, the GPGPU is
capable of extremely high performance. For image processing problems data points are often
independent of others permitting significant SIMD acceleration. The performance of the GPGPU is often
similar to an FPGA device, however the power consumption is 5-10x greater. A typical high end GPGPU,
e.g. NVIDIA K80, requires two PCIe sockets and extra power supplies, reducing the density foot print
versus the FPGA NIC format.
7.2.1.2 Suitability of X86 (Xeon) for image processing
The Xeon CPU listed above has 24 processing cores all capable of processing 16 single precision
calculations simultaneously. However, this is only possible if data can be configured to use all possible
elements of the AVX (Advanced Vector Extensions). In that respect, the Xeon suffers from the same
SIMD constraints as GPGPU’s. There is no partitioning needed between AVX enabled code and nonparallel code, hence Xeons have no performance hit as a result of code portioning. Therefore, Xeons are
the processing architecture of choice for codes with mix of parallel and irregular non parallelisable code.
Image processing works well on Xeons, however the lower Flop/Watt ratio and system foot print can
make this technology unsuitable for a dense low powered system.
7.2.1.3 Suitability of X86 (ARM) for image processing
The X-Gene ARM processor card has 8 cores and is capable of 80 GFlops. The X-Gene processor is
designed primarily to be low powered server and therefore does not have the parallel processing
architecture for high end processing.
7.2.1.4 Suitability of FPGAs for image processing
FPGAs are often used for implementing image processing problems, as their architecture is well suited
for exploiting spatial and temporal parallelism. FPGA’s consist of 100’s of thousands of logic elements
each cable of processing a number of bits. By combining these mini logic blocks, complex problems can
be represented in the FPGA logic. With each logic element working independently, the opportunity for
parallelism and hence compute acceleration is tremendous at the cost of design complexity.
7.2.1.5 FPGA Acceleration explained
FPGA’s have much lower clock frequencies than CPU’s and therefore not suited to highly serial code
where clock frequency is of the upmost importance. For FPGA’s to be used effectively, compute
problems need to be either highly parallelisable or represented as a deep pipelined process. Fortunately
most image processing problems fall into this category.
The 10AS660 Arria 10 SOC device, the FPGA/SoC device planned for use in this project, is one of the
largest currently available. It has 3,376 dedicated 18x19 integer multiplication blocks, optimised
specifically for image/DSP processing problems. These DSP blocks are closely coupled to each other and
with the FPGA fabric allowing complex image processing calculations to be efficiently implemented.
To compare an FPGA device performance versus other technologies, it is useful to consider the number
of processing operations an individual device is capable of. The overall multiply accumulate operations
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(MAC) for the Arria 10AS660 FPGA is 3,714 GMAC’s with each DSP block used as a single multiply
accumulate. Two of these DPS blocks can be reconfigured to a create single precision floating point
MAC, facilitating a peak floating point performance of 1.5 GFLOP’s or 50 GFLOP’s per watt
(www.altera.com). The current No1 Green 500 system achieves only 6.7 GFLOP’s per watt.
(https://www.top500.org/green500/lists/2016/06/). For low energy systems, the FPGA is the clear front
runner.
One reason for the FPGA’s significantly lower power is a reduction in complexity. A standard CPU
architecture requires a fixed processing pipeline and caching layers to handle all programmatic
situations. This generalness requires a large number of transistors of which many will never be used.
These extra transistors require extra power. The FPGA circumnavigates this problem by only activating
logic that is required for the problem in hand, with a small residual power for the unused elements. The
FPGA is in affect a customised device for a given problem much like an ASIC; however it can be
programmatically changed unlike an ASIC. With only the salient logic elements drawing power the FPGA
is able to maximise its performance per watt.
Image processing problems usually work on integer input data that rarely requires the full 32 bits of
logic typical in a CPU/GPU register. The FPGA has no defined register size and can therefore tailor the
register size of processing pipelines to best match the input data, maximising the design efficiency. This
is another example of how a FPGA is able to command a better operation to watt ratio.
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7.2.2 Why select a FPGA/SOC?
FPGA accelerators are exceptionally powerful devices for performing parallelisable image processing
problems. However, for complex image processing problems it is often not possible to efficiently
parallelise all the operations. In this situation the host CPU is required to take over for these sequential
or recursive sections of the image processing task. To do so, the FPGA must return any data to the host
that is required for these troublesome elements of code. The amount of data required to transfer to
and from the host can quickly become the system bottleneck, hence care must be taken to partition the
problem between host CPU and accelerator. The inclusion of the ARM processors on the FPGA/SoC
device can reduce the host bottleneck by tackling some of less FPGA-friendly pieces of image processing
code on the ARM cores. This can significantly reduce the time spent transferring data and reduce host
CPU cycles. By using the ARM and FPGA in tandem more of the MICMAC application code for WP6 can
be ported to the FPGA increasing overall performance. More data movement equates to more power
and the improved partitioning will therefore yield a decrease in the overall power consumption of the
system.
The SOC device also has the ability to become the master in the system. If suitable the SOC can work in
isolation to the host server allowing the server CPUs to sleep whilst it’s not needed. This could
potentially have huge power savings with the server kept in a lower power state until the SOC
completes its task. This only makes sense if the host server is unable to proceed without the data
generated by the SOC.
The ARM devices may also be used as a means to monitor and control the FPGA processing components.
The ARM devices can monitor the overall and current power use, throttling back the FPGA processing
components if the overall power consumption is close to exceeding the total power delivery of the
deployment vehicle.
7.2.3 Why develop a new accelerator card?
Having made the decision to use an SOC enabled FPGA an appropriate accelerator device needs to be
sourced. In order to fulfil the research requirements of the project the accelerator must meet the
following requirements.
•
•
•
•

Form factor: Standard PCIe (NIC size) form factor for integration with the HPE EL4000 and IBM
Firestone server.
Tool flow: Support a heterogeneous tool flow (BSP development).
Ruggedised: Have the thermal characteristics to operate successfully and reliable for all use
cases.
CAPI Support: Support IBM CAPI interface.

None of the above requirements are possible with the various vendor development boards currently
available. Hence, the development of a new accelerator is a necessity.
7.2.4 Altera or Xilinx?
Both Xilinx and Altera FPGA vendors manufacture SOC FPGA devices. For purposes of this project
performance, power and programmability were taken into consideration when selecting the appropriate
device. At the time of the proposal 20nm device technologies were the best technology available.
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Production 16nm devices will not be available until mid-end 2017. Given the long development cycle of
any new FPGA accelerator card, 16nm devices will not be available within the timeline of this project.
The 28nm Xilinx device with the greatest processing capability is the Z-7100 SOC. No 20nm Xilinx SOC
device is available. The Arria 10 SX 660 is the most powerful 20nm SOC available from Altera. Table 2
compares the performance of these two devices.
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Resource

Xilinx Z-7100

Arria 10 SX 660

Registers

554,800

660,000

2010

3,356

2

2

ARM Clock Speed

Up to 1 GHz

1.5 GHz

Native float point

No

Yes

PCIe Connection

Gen2 x8

Gen3 x8

DSPs
ARM A9 cores

Table 2: Highest performing 20nm-28nm SOC FPGA Devices

The SX 660 out performs the Z-7100 device in every category.
7.2.5 Altera versus Xilinx (Power)
Section 7.2.4 compares device features that are easy to categorise, however power is not so easy. Xilinx
and Altera devices have different topologies that can have a significant impact on the power
consumption. The power varies between application and even different implementations of the same
application. Given one of the main priorities of this project is to reduce power as much as possible, it is
necessary to check the performance per watt of the target application for the different technologies.
To avoid spending many months of effort porting the MICMAC code to both SOC technologies in
parallel, a simple power check can be performed using freely available power estimation tools from
Xilinx and Altera.
MICMAC widely uses single precision floating point logic and is likely to be the biggest consumer of
FPGA resource. We can therefore simplify the comparison to one of DSP performance.
The Zynq and the Arria 10 have different logic implementations; hence 1 Zynq DSP is not equivalent to 1
Arria 10 DSP. The Arria 10 DSP can perform IEEE754 floating point calculations with no additional logic,
whereas the Xilinx device requires DSP and logic. This is the most significant difference in the two
technologies. The most common floating point operation in image processing codes is a multiply
accumulate function. Table 3 lists the resources required for a floating point addition and a floating
point multiply accumulate and the corresponding power requirements.

Function

LUTs

FFs

Freq (MHz)

Toggle %

Routing
Factor

Multipliers Power
(Watts)

Floating Point DSP 0
Addition (Arria 10)

0

250

12.5

3

2

0.0009

Float Point Multiply 0
Accumulate (Arria 10)

0

250

12.5

3

2

0.0009

Floating Point
Addition (Zynq)

309

250

12.5

3

2

0.0034

1077

250

12.5

3

2

0.011

DSP 219

Float Point Multiply 777

4

The Zynq power figures were created using the Xilinx Power Estimator; https://www.xilinx.com/products/technology/power/xpe/license7series.html.
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Accumulate (Zynq)
Table 3: Floating point power figures for Arria10 and Zynq.

The Arria 10 uses significantly less power due to the dedicated floating point logic in its DSP block. The
DSP components on the Zynq device do not have this capability and require extra device logic to infer
the IEEE754 standard. The Altera device has a clear power advantage versus the Xilinx device due to its
architecture. There is also a power reduction going from 28nm device to a 20nm device.

0.012

0.01

0.008

0.006

Arria 10
Zynq

0.004

0.002

0
Floating point addition (DSP)

Floating point multiply accumulate
(DSP)

Figure 20 : Relative floating point power requirements (Watts)

Given that the Arria 10 is higher performance and lower power than the Zynq device, the FPGA/SoC
accelerator being developed as part of WP6 will feature the Altera Arria 10 FPGA/SoC.
7.2.6 OpenCL Tool flow
In order for a processing architecture to be truly heterogeneous, applications must be easily partitioned
between different compute technologies. This requires a programming environment that is also
heterogeneous. This is critical to task 6.4 which involves porting and benchmarking the MICMAC code.
The Open Computing Language (OpenCL) is a heterogeneous programming framework designed to
extract parallelism on multi-core x86 architectures, GPUs and FPGAs. The only FPGA vendor currently
supporting OpenCL is Altera. There is no heterogeneous programming framework currently supported
by Xilinx. Xilinx HLS compiler enables high level design of the IP components, but as yet does not support
a full system software design flow.
In order to use the Altera OpenCL tool flow a Board Support Package (BSP) must be created. This initial
out lay of effort will be rewarded with fast design development, facilitating the opportunity try multiple
configurations of the MICMAC port. It is anticipated that there will many options for partitioning the
design over the heterogeneous architecture, each with different benefits in performance and power.
One of the goals of this project is to find the best design partition for the different use cases. It is
therefore essential to have a solid reliable tool flow that enables quick porting of code from one
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technology to the next. Developing FPGA code in VHDL, Verilog or even HLS5 would severely restrict the
number of designs that can be explored in the timescale of the project, due to the increased design
complexity.
7.2.7 SOC Power Benefits
A key objective of this project is to hit the lowest possible power for the given use cases. Table 4
illustrates the power consumption of the various components within a SOC processor. The ARM cores
run at a significantly lower power than the FPGA logic. Therefore keeping the FPGA logic use to a
minimum will reduce the overall power consumption, whilst maintaining peformance. This is important
when considering the structure of the MICMAC code. The MICMAC code implements many different
image processing modules in order to construct the final orthophoto image. Therefore there is a
significant amount of sequential logic required for control. It is entirely possible to implement control
logic in the FPGA, but as can be seen from Table 4 the FPGA logic requires significantly more power and
runs at a much lower clock frequency than the ARM processors. (Table 4 is explained in more detail in
section 7.3.2).

SX660 FPGA Component (Design clock 250 MHz , toggle rate 12.5%)

Power Draw (Watts)

Logic Elements : 70% Utilisation.

5.329

M20K Memories: 90% Utilisation. It is typical to use more M20Ks than logic as
these are fixed IP components with dedicated chip routing. The OpenCL compiler
double pumps M20K memories to double performance; hence M20K power is
measured using a 500 MHz clock frequency. (Memory toggle rate set to 50%)

6.024

MLAB Memories: 90% utilisation. Smaller logic based shift register style
memories. (Memory toggle rate set to 50%)

10.371

DSPs: 90% utilisation is typical. 10% is usually inaccessible due to other IP
constraints. Power is based on floating point accumulate function. (1600
instances = 800 GFlops/Sec).

1.942

Clocks: FPGA clocks used to drive design and IO.

4.0

IO: Memory interfaces, PCIe and Serial IO6.

2.7

ARM A9s : Both cores running CoreMark7 at 1200MHz

0.62

Total

31.0

Table 4 : Typical Maximum Design Power Utilisation

The close coupling of the SOC ARM cores and the FPGA fabric allows the control logic to be handled in
the ARM processor leaving the FPGA fabric free to perform DSP operations only. DSPs are the most
energy efficient components on the FPGA.
It is expected that the ARM and FPGA combination will provide the best performance/power
implementation of the MICMAC application.

5

https://www.xilinx.com/products/design-tools/vivado/integration/esl-design.html

6

IO clocking power requirements taken from compiled designs using Nallatech 385a BSP with equivalent IO to SOC device.

7

http://www.eembc.org/coremark/index.php
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7.2.8 Device Package Choice
The device with the best performance to power ratio was chosen for the SOC accelerator card. For
image processing applications, this is the device with most DSP elements. As most image processing
algorithms require large amount of multiplications or multiple accumulate operations, also true of the
MICMAC code, it makes sense to choose the device with the most DSPs.
An FPGA device is split into 3 main processing components.
1. Logic elements
2. Memory components
3. DSP blocks
DSP operations can also be implemented using only logic elements (ALMs, LUTs and FFs), however the
power consumption of the logic element implementation is significantly greater than the power
required by the DSP logic, illustrated in Table 5 and Table 6.

# of
Instances

Function
Single FP Add

1

Clock
Freq
(MHz)

Toggle
%

PreAdder
?

Coefficient?

Registered
Stages

Routing
(Watts)

Block
(Watts)

Total
(Watts)

250.0

12.5%

No

No

3

0.000

0.001

0.001

Table 5 : Power requirement of DSP floating point addition on Arria 108

Function

# Half
ALMs

# FFs

Clock
Freq
(MHz)

Toggle
%

Routing
Factor

Routing
(Watts)

Block
(Watts)

Total
(Watts)

Single FP
Logic Add

319

458

250

12.5%

3

0.002

0.002

0.004

Table 6 : Power requirement of Logic floating point addition on Arria 10

Table 5 shows the power estimations for a floating point addition implemented using the dedicated DSP
logic and Table 6 for equivalent ALM logic implementation. The power required for the ALM logic
version is more than 4x that of the DSP.
Given that one of the goals of WP6 is to create the most power efficient implementation of the MICMAC
image processing suite, it makes sense to choose the device with highest DSP count and avoid using
FPGA logic wherever possible. This is the Arria 10 SX 660 part.
Nallatech has provisionally selected a FPGA/SoC with a F34 package type. This footprint allows for a
variety of different device densities to be populated, however only one will be fully prototyped due to
the significant effort/cost to fully prove out each device and associated OpenCL tool chain.

8

Power estimations were created using Altera Arria 10 power estimator; https://www.altera.com/support/support-resources/operationand-testing/power/a10-power_estimator_download.html
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Resource

SX 270

SX 320

SX 480

SX 570

SX 660

Logic Elements (LE) 270
(K)

320

480

570

660

Variable-precision
DSP Block

985

1368

1523

1687

1970

2736

3046

3376

830

18x19 Multipliers (2 1660
per DSP)

Table 7 : Arria 10 devices (F34 Package), DSP resources

7.3

KEY FEATURES

This section of the document summarises the preliminary specification of the FPGA/SOC accelerator
card.
7.3.1 Mechanical
The truck has limited space for any new equipment, therefore the choice of accelerator and associated
server is based on a combination of Size, Weight and Power (SWAP). The FPGA/SoC card will have the
same footprint as a typical Network Interface Card (NIC) card.

Figure 21 : NIC vs GPU form factor

Selecting the NIC form factor also ensures mechanical compatibility with both the HPE Moonshot and
IBM Firestone servers. If the GPGPU form factor were selected instead, for example, then the
accelerator would not be compatible with the HPE platform.
Consideration was given to a non-standard form factor that would be compatible with today’s versions
of the HPE and IBM platforms, however there is no guarantee that this form factor would be supported
in the future. Also, if for an unforeseen reason, the HPE or IBM platforms were deemed unsuitable for
this application type, then it is likely that a custom design of arbitrary size/shape would not be fully
compatible with future server platforms.
Given all the known factors, it is Nallatech, HPE and IBM’s best judgement that the FPGA/SoC will
therefore adhere to a “low profile” PCIe 3.0 form factor. Specifically:
-

Half-height (68.9mm)
Half-length (167.6mm)
Single-width (17mm)
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Figure 22 : Preliminary physical layout

7.3.2 Power
The FPGA/SoC accelerator card will be designed to support a power consumption of up to 75W .This is
the maximum delivered power available from a standard PCIe slot via the 12V pin. The total maximum
power required by most use cases is not expected to exceed 35W, however this is application
dependent.
The Altera FPGA/SoC planned to be used on the accelerator card has the 1152 BGA package. It has
thermal figures of theta junction to case of 0.19°C/W. This is where the bulk of the power will be
dissipated. The maximum ambient temperature is expected to be 35°C.
These figures equate to a temperature rise in the FPGA of 35x0.19 = 6.65°C and the maximum Tamb
yields 41.65°C. This means the cooling solution can allow a rise of 85°C – 41.65° = 43.35°C as this is
burning the 35W then any fansink (or passive heatsink with airflow) must have a performance equal to
or below, 43.35/35 = 1.24°C/W. This figure includes any thermal grease or pad that is used between to
heatsink and FPGA/SoC.
Application power requirements can be calculated using the Altera power estimator9. A logic use of 70%
and kernel clock frequency of 250 MHz is a realistic maximum for an Arria 10 FPGA design compiled
using an OpenCL tool flow. Above 70% logic, routing congestion can reduce the clock frequency of the
design having an overall negative effect on performance/Watt. Table 4 (see section 7.2.7) lists the
various device components and their calculated power requirements for such a design. The total
estimated power for this design is 31 watts. Ultimately the MICMAC code will ported in a way to
minimise power, with the final wattage likely to be well below this.
7.3.3 Thermal
As part of the OPERA project, Nallatech will develop two cooling options that will provide sufficient
thermal performance for the scenario described in the previous section.
7.3.3.1 Active heatsink with embedded fan
The Active heatsink with embedded fan is designed for environments with relatively poor thermal
performance and is often useful during application development when the hardware is being tested
within a lab environment using standard server or desktop-style computers. The active option supports

9

https://www.altera.com/support/support-resources/operation-and-testing/power/a10-power_estimator_download.html
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cooling 50 Watts (FPGA) with an ambient intake temperature up to 55C. Under these conditions the
FPGA die temperature will be kept below an operating junction temperature of 85C.

Figure 23 : SOC Active Heat Sink

Using Autodesk CFD the thermal characteristics of the cooling technology can be modeled prior to
manufacture. These models are always performed for the expected worst case scenario, i.e. in a hot
truck with negligible external air flow.

Figure 24 : Air flow drawn through active heat sink

Figure 23 illustrates the airflow and cooling properties of the active heat sink. This is sufficient to
maintain a stable temperature given the use case defined in Table 8.
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Description

Setting

Ambient Air Temperature: Given that the truck will not have air conditioning
and could be deployed in hot conditions, the ambient air temperature is set
appropriately. Local ambient air temperature may also be increased by other
equipment in the truck.

55°C

FPGA Power Use: The theoretical max power burn of the FPGA. The MICMAC
port is likely to much lower.

50 Watts

DDR4 Power: The attached DDR4 memory power requirement.

0.6 Watts

PCB: The general power draw from the PCB.

2 Watts

QSFP Power: The power draw from active optical connections. This will be zero if
not used by application.

3 Watts

PSUs : 4 power supply units on PCB

1.5 Watts

Table 8 : Autodesk CFD thermal modelling inputs.

As a benchmark several FPGA designs have been compiled to illustrate realistic power requirements.
Table 9 illustrates 3 OpenCL designs compiled for the Nallatech 385a Arria10 1150 GX card as the BSP is
not yet available to do so. This is not an SOC enabled accelerator; however it illustrates how widely
power varies depending upon the application, clock frequency and resource use. The proposed SOC card
provides an opportunity to experiment with fine grain intelligent power based design decisions.

Design (Resource Use)

Kernel
Clock
(MHz)

DSP
Power
(Watts)

Logic
(Watts)

Memory
(Watts)

IO (Watts) Total including
transceivers and
clocks (Watts)

Matrix Multiply10 (32% Logic,
68% DSP, 61% Ram)

168.6

0.74

3.57

2.87

3.26

15.2

FFT1D11 (30% Logic, 48% DSP,
62% Ram)

260.7

0.79

3.52

4.08

2.76

16.57

Optical Flow12 (14% Logic, 4%
DSP, 12% Ram)

229.6

0.042

1.423

1.19

2.75

8.1

Table 9 : Example OpenCL Arria 10 designs with thermal power dissipation analysis using Altera PowerPlay Power Analyzer
tool.

7.3.3.2 Passive heatsink (no fan)
The passive heatsink is the preferred design for the Data Center in a Truck use case. This is for high
reliability applications where the host platform (HPE Moonshot) provides sufficient airflow and ambient
temperature to ensure continued operation under load. The goal is to provide Protezione Civile with
improved energy-efficiency, however that should not be delivered at the expense of reliability. A passive
cooling solution will provide better Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) performance compared to an
active solution that relies on moving parts (fan) which is almost always the weakest element of a
system.
10

https://www.altera.com/support/support-resources/design-examples/design-software/opencl/matrix-multiplication.html

11

https://www.altera.com/support/support-resources/design-examples/design-software/opencl/fft-1d.html

12

https://www.altera.com/support/support-resources/design-examples/design-software/opencl/optical-flow.html
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Figure 25 : Autodesk CFD Arria 10 Stable Board Temperature (50 Watt design)

Figure 25 illustrates the FPGA device with a stable operating temperature of ~72°C, when placed in a
server with a moderate airflow, with a minimum of 2 meters/second and running a 50W design. The
four white squares are power supplies operating at 90°C. These have a much higher operating junction
temperature of between 125-150°C.
7.3.4 Host Interface
The FPGA/SoC accelerator will feature a PCIe 3.0 host interface compliant with 8-lane electrical and
mechanical specification. This interface can be used on both HPE x86 and IBM POWER8 server types
using the PCIe protocol. This should result in a total host/card bandwidth in the region of 11GByte/sec,
however this is dependent on a number of factors such as:
-

Server chipset
Operating system
Application data size

On the IBM Firestone server, there is the option of using the accelerator with CAPI, however this is
dependent on the FPGA/SoC card becoming CAPI-qualified and supported with the appropriate
Software Development Kit (SDK).
7.3.5 Scalability using optical network I/O
In order to deliver a truly heterogeneous architecture for the OPERA project, Nallatech’s hardware must
act not only as a compute off-load engine, but also as a high performance I/O bridge linking the HPE and
IBM platforms together. Interconnecting x86 and POWER8 processors using conventional Ethernet or
Infiniband cards would adversely impact application performance and overall system efficiency.
In order to overcome this problem, the FPGA/SoC accelerator card will feature two QSFP (Quad Small
Form-factor Pluggable) optical network ports that permit the streaming of data directly between HPE
and IBM platforms using multiple low latency, high throughput optical links.
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Figure 26 : QSFP optics

Each QSFP port can support up to 40Gbps of bandwidth physically configured either as a single 40G link,
or split into four independent 10G links using an optical splitter cable. This unprecedented flexibility
allows for a wide range of architecture topologies to be supported without the high cost and delay of redesigning new PCBs.
In addition to enabling interconnect between the HPE and IBM platforms, the optical network ports of
the FPGA/SoC accelerator will be used for scaling the application (if required) across multiple devices.
This is extremely useful if the design exceeds the resources available on a single FPGA/SoC device. The
optical network ports can be used to quickly transfer data, deterministically, with low latency between
two or more accelerator cards. This removes the need to involve the host CPU in any inter FPGA
communications, saving time and power.
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Nallatech is considering both 10Gb Ethernet and Serial Lite protocols for use on the optical links. There
are PROs and CONs of each that will be considered during the course of task 6.1. A high-level summary is
noted here:
Protocol

PROs
-

10Gb
Ethernet

Industry standard
Ability to physically connect with 3rd
party equipment

CONs
-

Serial Lite

-

Low latency
High throughput
License-free protocol supported
within FPGA tools
Low FPGA resource footprint

-

Complicated protocol for simple pointto-point data transfers
Latency and overhead higher than
desired for use cases
MAC IP core uses FPGA logic that could
be used for applications
Not an industry standard
If use case changes, limited
compatibility with 3rd party equipment

Figure 27 : I/O protocol comparison

For the prototype cards it’s likely the more simple Serial Lite interconnect will be used. This will be
enabled by the BSP and accessible through the OpenCL tool flow.
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8 TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS
8.1

EXAMPLE FUTURE USE CASES

With ever increasing demands for greater performance and tougher constraints on energy, it is
envisioned that there will be a greater need for heterogeneous solutions.
There is ever increasing interest in the field of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN’s). These Neural
Networks have the ability to recognise complex objects for applications such as detect and avoid, e.g.
Automotive. The flexible mathematical precision of FPGA systems allows CNN solutions to be highly
optimised. The low powered nature of the OPERA hardware makes it ideal for positioning CNN compute
systems directly in the field of operation, where power may be in short supply.
The Internet of Things (IoT) is a domain which is growing very fast. Tens of billions of devices are
expected to be connected by 2020. With ever increasing connectivity end users are expecting reports
and advice from the multiple sensors they wear every day. Industry is also investing a lot in this area,
gathering data generated by the billions of sensors and running analytics on it, with intention of saving
costs with techniques such as predictive maintenance. Performing the analytics on the edge, as close as
possible to the source of the data, allows faster decisions by reducing latency and reducing the quantity
of data which needs to be transmitted over the network. Getting low power and ruggedized servers,
which are able to perform deep analytics by leveraging a heterogeneous architecture based on X86,
ARM and FPGA is key for IoT deployments. The architecture design created for OPERA matches very well
with IoT requirements and can be reused for the Industry 4.0 “smart factory”.
8.2

CUSTOMER RESPONSE TO DISSEMINATION

While presenting the OPERA project during the HPE Discover event in December 2016, the truck use
case caught the attention of the South Africa Zoo Administration. Their interest was to understand how
the work being conducted for the truck use-case could be leveraged to save white rhinos.
White rhinos are being hunted by poachers for their horn which is sold at very high price on the Asian
market as an ingredient for traditional medicine. South Africa wants to stop this trafficking and is looking
for an efficient way to track white rhinos. The infrastructure they want to put in place might consist of a
mesh of autonomous balloons equipped with high resolution cameras. On top of this high-level
surveillance, car patrols positioned at strategic locations, equipped with drones, will allow the
authorities to track and arrest the poachers.
The drone type will be different to the truck use case to allow greater range (Google is sponsoring this).
However, the computing technologies required for this task are similar to what is being installed in the
truck. Pictures uploaded by the drones will need to be processed as quickly as possible in energy poor
environment.
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9 NEXT STEPS
9.1

SUMMARY

This document has summarised the findings of the work conducted to date on Task 6.1 investigating and
defining the initial specification. This work has focused on the HPE Moonshot and IBM Firestone
platforms, plus the initial specification of the FPGA/SoC accelerator that will be used to address the Data
Center in a Truck use case of OPERA WP6.
Task 6.1 will continue until conclusion at M10 (September’16). Other factors of the Small Form Factor
Data Centre to be investigated include:
-

OpenCL Board Support Packages
Operating System support
API and drivers

The specification of the Small Form Factor Datacentre will be refined and then finalised at M10. This
information will be shared with the OPERA consortium members. Nallatech will solicit feedback with a
view to influencing, and ultimately optimising the hardware architecture of the Small Form Factor
Datacentre.
The desired outcome is a hardware architecture and programming model that delivers best possible
price performance/watt for the “Datacentre in a truck” use cases and increases our understanding of
the portability and efficiency of heterogeneous systems.
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